In a service department it is necessary to provide quality service in order to achieve clients' satisfaction and loyalty, as well as increasing profi t. This also applies to service garages. The aim of this paper is to create the service of vehicle maintenance based on clients' demands. A lot of activities which require the control system are recognized during setting the service process. Quality control represents the main factor for successful process applying.
INTRODUCTION
The automobile is an object of pleasure, need, necessity, and worship. In Belgrade, there were 1.565.550 passenger cars in 2010, 1.677.510 in 2011 and 1.726.464 in 2012 [08] . Data on selling new cars in Serbia show that there is a big fall in the sales department. That's why the main challenges for profi t growth of automobile companies are After Sales activities, i.e. vehicle maintenance. Planning cost of maintenance has become an important home budget item, thus customers expect quality service. The profi t of a company is highly infl uenced by consumer loyalty. Loyalty is infl uenced by consumer satisfaction and satisfaction by the quality of provided service [09] .This brings us to the conclusion that client satisfaction is very important for After Sales companies in order to stay competitive on the market. Client satisfaction represents the difference between perceived and expected service [03] . The starting point in this paper is experience, meaning there are 5 core indicators that are important to the owners of passenger cars bringing their cars to service garages. An inquiry about their satisfaction about fi ve indicators is presented in the fi rst part of the paper. Results show that additional activities and controls are necessary beside those currently present in services in Serbia. The service process has been set for auto garages in Serbia for the purpose of consumer satisfaction. Special emphasis has been set on security and following the process by Quality control.
CLIENTS SATISFACTION IN THE SERVICE OF VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

The term of client's satisfaction in service:
Satisfaction = perceived service -expected service "Client satisfaction is consumer response to assessment of observed difference between previous expectations (or exact standard performance) and real performances, how he saw it after consuming" [03] . Veljkovic in his own book simplifi es this defi nition: "The satisfaction of the consumers is their emotional response (feeling of satisfaction) which occurs by comparing the expectations formed before purchasing and the perceived performance of the product/service" [04] . In order for the feeling of satisfaction to appear, it is necessary at least to fulfi ll the consumers' expectations. "Consumer expectations are beliefs about the service and its delivery which serve as a standard or reference point, according to which the performance of received service is assessed, i.e. its perception. Therefore, knowledge of consumer expectations is the key point in the creation and delivery of services, i.e. in the entire service business [05] . Factors that affect the clients expectations are internal factors (individual needs, previous experience and service philosophy), external factors (competitive options, social context, "word of mouth"), situational factors (reasons of purchasing, the consumers' mood, time limit, unexpected events) and factors produced by organization (promotion, distribution, service personnel, consumers, the company's image, pre-service waiting) [07] . Perception of service is a way in which the consumer experiencesthe service. The way in which a client sees service depends on the technical quality dimension, the functional dimension and the corporate image 
THE TERM OF VEHICLE MAINTENANCE SERVICE
The department which is engaged in maintenance / repairing of motor vehicles is called The after Sales department. As shown on fi gure no.1, it consists of 3 sectors: reception, workshop and spare parts department. Clients who go to service garages have to be received. The reception is in charge of receiving the clients, as well as vehicle delivery after the repair is done. The workshop performs repair work by consumer demand, whereas the parts department delivers parts and necessary tools for the repair work.
SERVICE QUALITY
Many authors have defi ned service quality. The most acknowledged is the GAP model of service quality and the SERVQUAL model concept of quality dimensions. SERVQUAL represents a multidimensional scale in order to compare the consumer's perception with expectations in terms of service quality. The obtained result needs to be compared with consumers' answers in terms of expectations. According to this model, there are 10 quality dimensions which ad up to 5 generally accepted core dimensions [02] :
Reliability (ability to deliver promised service in an appropriate way); 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The research results showed that passenger car owners who maintain their cars at authorized garages are satisfi ed with the aspect of friendliness and waiting for an appointment. Service staff passes through training which must be accomplished according to the demands of the producer, where they also learn about communication with clients. Clients are not satisfi ed about having to come back to service garages because of the same problem and work not done according to agreed time or price. Authorized services are generally organized so everybody in the service chain has their own responsibilities. Therefore, communication and information transfer must be at the highest level, which could sometimes be a problem in practice. The result is a delay in the completion of the work, as well as errors in the elimination of vehicle malfunction, for which the vehicle owners have to go back to service (Figure 4 ). On the other hand, vehicle owners that bring cars to unauthorized services were satisfi ed with the aspect of waiting for an appointment, and prices, but with other indicators they were not satisfi ed. This is understandable because the unauthorized mechanics rarely refuse a job. If it is necessary, they will stay the whole day at the workshop, unlike authorized dealers who have strict working hours.
Prices are lower than in authorized services, but the question is what the quality of service received for that amount of money is like. As far as coming back to the workshop, the results are similar as with authorized services. This is because of unprofessional mechanics, as well as the lack of expensive tools and diagnostic repair equipment ( Figure 5 ).
Figure 4: Results about 5 indicators (authorized dealers)
Also, friendliness is not their strong feature, and promised time for fi nishing the work is not often respected because someone more important always comes in with "just something to look at". So, generally the biggest problem to owners of passenger cars in Serbia, whether it is an authorized or unauthorized dealer, is bad repair quality and the price in terms of what is gained by this amount, followed by promised completion time of the repair. Obviously, the time is one of the most valuable resources, which nowadays is never enough. Price is questionable because what is gained by the amount has to be checked. These aspects are also the top three indicators in order of importance. Accordingly, a quality control model will be introduced
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SETTING THE SERVICE PROCESS
According to derived results, it is possible to align following indicators by relevance: Returning to the workshop because of the same malfunction; Price, respecting agreed price and informing in advance in case of additional repairs; Respecting agreed time for service done; Friendly, professional and effi cient personnel; Waiting for an appointment. It can be said that these are goals for every car service garage, classifi ed by priority. According to this, it is necessary to set the organizational structure of After Sales departments, as well as the process which will be conducted inside of it.
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Setting the service process
The service process has to have a logical fl ow. In Figure 6 is shown how this process needs to look like in the widest sense.
In Table 2 are shown activities which would respond to consumer demands with After Sales departments. After setting the activities in accordance with consumer demands, it is necessary to determine the role of Quality control in the process. On the right side of the table, activities which are controlled by Quality control are marked. Every defection of task, Quality control needs to identify and give the subject back to reprocessing. In order to carry out these particular activities adequately, it is necessary to set an organizational structure which is led by the After Sales Manager (Figure 7 ). Receptionist and service advisor are parts of the Reception department. Workshop manager, mechanic and technical support belong to the workshop. Manager of spare parts department and storekeeper belong to the parts department. The number of positions depends on how big the job is or on how big the object is. The level of top management of the organization is strategic 
THE EXAMPLE OF PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE OF PASSANGER CARS WITH FOCUS ON QUALITY
There are a lot of activities while delivering car maintenance service. Deviation from them can cause decreasing service quality, thereby the consumer dissatisfaction. Since this is not a goal, it is necessary to set certain quality and check systems. Quality control has the core role in supervising the whole process of car repair service delivery and is an effi cient solution which is going to bring benefi ts both for clients and company (Figure 8) .
Review of activities which are needed to be controlled by Quality control is shown in Table no .2. Regular maintenance means interval services after a particular mileage or after some particular period of time, whichever expires fi rst. These conditions differ from brand to brand, but usually starting from 10000 km to 15000km or 1 year. These are periods after which it is necessary for the authorized dealers
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Igor Stevanovi -After sales process and clients demands in the automotive industry to check systems on vehicles and replace certain parts and fl uids. In order to respond to consumer demands according to research in this paper which refers to conducting a quality car repair, it is necessary to provide Quality control. The role and importance of Quality control in the process of delivering car repair service is large, from making appointments, via repairing, to car delivery to the owners. Beside active control of the repair process, it is necessary to have a "check list" for checking the service. Practical example of car repair delivery service and suggestions of control are presented below.
Making appointments and preparing
The client wants to do regular service on his car. He makes an appointment regularly with the person in charge of that (receptionist). The quality controller and the manager of the workshop control if the receptionist fi lled capacity of the workshop and calculated the time for doing the repair.
This is a very important moment because one mistake in the term of planning may disrupt the whole organization and be a cause of not meeting its promises to clients. It has been explained to the client what regular service includes and what the cost is. The receptionist enters all necessary data about the history of maintenance for this vehicle into the software, as well as spare parts availability.
Reception of the vehicle
The client brings his car to the garage and communicates with the reception department and the service advisor which has been assigned to him in the appointment. The statement about the ordered work has to be confi rmed, or changed if it is necessary. The visual control of the vehicle needs to be done in order to check the present condition, such as damages, fuel, fi rst aid, returning of old parts, etc. Ordered work, price and fi nishing time is stated precisely with the owner. All data are typed electronically in the work order, which is printed afterwards. Thus, the final result of receiving the vehicle is making a service account. The work shop does the work according to the service account. That's why it is important to take the client's statement in a correct and precise way. The quality control, before assigning the case to a workshop, controls the fi lling out of the service account and all other documentation supplied with it. level, and at that level the strategic plans are made as well as the determination of the organization, according to the orientation of the business policy [04] . Strategic planning and quality policy in the organization provide establishment of quality goals [06] .
ACTIVITY QUALITY CONTROL
MAKING AND PREPARING APPOINTMENTS
Checking the history of the vehicle Checking "campaigns"
Getting 
Car repairing
This is a step that directly affects the vehicle returning in service and satisfaction of the customer. In this phase of the service process, as can be seen in Table 3 , the quality control should have control over all activities. This includes the process of repair, service reports about performed work, information about extension of work, the fi nal test drive, respecting the promised time, car wash, parking at proper place and delivery of service account to the reception sector.
A "check list" is used in control, as shown in Table 3 . With this kind of control which is done by the Quality control, chances of vehicle returning to service and complaining about the repair are reduced to a minimum. That is a way of improving the traffi c safety, and also the client confi dence in his own car service.
book is completed, performed work being written and stamped by authorized auto service, as well as additional stamps for road assistance and free towing.
CONCLUSION
A lot of process activities are recognized which are necessary to follow and control. That is the only way to provide the quality of service that consumers expect. Quality control is the process which is provided by independent quality controller and means operational checks and required corrections. If there is no Quality control in a company whose main activity is to maintain vehicles, the possibility of mistakes is increased, which may be very expensive. Further research should be made considering the benefi ts of implementing Quality control into service garages. 
Car delivery
The reception sector delivers vehicles when repair has been done, i.e. the service advisor who was leading the case. Calling the client and car delivery, demand preparation by the service advisor. That includes making the price for services (labor time multiplicities with the hourly working price). This step should also be checked by Quality control, in order to avoid unnecessary payment for some job positions or on the other hand, to avoid not paying for some already done work. The service
